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Dirac Coding Conventions (extended from Cpp 
conventions LHCb 2001-054)
From Ruben.ecm.ub.es

Rules and conventions are necesary to insure a minimal coherence and consistency in sofware. Compliment to the
rules and convention is mainly based on the goodwill of all contributors, who are working for the success of the 
overall project.
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Organisation

DIRAC code is organised in Packages, which are a set of python modules and eventually compilable source code 
together with the instructions to use, build and test it. Source code files are maintained with CVS.

R1 Each package has an unique name, that should be written such that each word starts with an initial capital letter.

R2 Several directories are mandatory in the package:

doc: source for package documentation (.tex)
public: python modules providing functionality for extra-package use, following extensions should be used 
when appropriated: Handler.py (for Services), Agent.py (for Agents), CLI.py (for Command Line Interpreters 
and scripts), API.py (for extra-package service access).
private: private package python modules. Must never be access from outside the package.
test: modules for unit test.

R3 Mandatory __init__.py module providing access to public interfaces in "public" directory; and Makefile
(mandatory methods to be defined).

R4 Other directories are optional:

src: compilable source code.
html: www interface.

R5 Aditional sub-packages are allowed as subdirectories inside a given package. DIRAC itself is the top package 
having DIRAC.py instead of __init__.py as access module.

R6 The first line of every file should contain the CVS $Header:$ macro, which cvs translates into the responsible and
the date of the most recent CVS commit.

R7 Standard python modules are imported using:
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import <ModuleName>

Private package modules are imported using:

import DIRAC.<Package[.SubPackage]>.private.<ModuleName>

Public modules from other packages are imported using:

import DIRAC.<Package[.SubPackage]>.<ModuleName>

Naming conventions

Names should be meaninful but not too long.

R8 Names are usually made of several words, written together without underscore, each first letter of a word being 
uppercased. The case of the first letter is specified by other rules, but usually lowercase. Only alphanumeric characters
are allowed.

R9 Names are case sensitive, but names that differ only by the case should not be used.

R10 Avoid single characters and meaningless names like "jjj", except for local loops or array indices.

R11 Class names must be nouns, or noun phrases. The first letter is capital.

R12 Class attribute names must be nouns, or noun phrases. The first letter is lowercase. The last word must represent 
the type.

R13 Class attributes must be considered as private and must never be accessed from outside the class. Accessor 
methods should be provided if necesary.

R14 The exception mechanism should be used only to trap "unusual" problems.

R15 Accessor methods are named after the attribute name with a "set" or "get" prefix.

R16 Other methods must be verbs or verb phrases they start with a lowercase letter.

R17 Private methods to a module or class must start by double underscore to explicitely prevent its use from other 
modules.

python files

They should contain the definition of a single class, they may contain auxiliary (private) classes if needed.

R18 A constructur must always initialise all attributes which may be used in the class.

Methods and arguments

Methods without side effects are better.

R19 Methods must not change their arguments.

R20 Methods must consistently return a Result structure or nothing.

R21 Returned values must always be tested. Result.OK() is a good return value.

R22 Exception mechanism should be used only to trap "unusual" problems.

Coding style

It is important to try to get a similar look, for an easier maintenance, as most code writers will eventually be replaced 
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during the lifetime of the experiment.

General lay-out

R23 The length of any line should be limited to 80 characters

R24 Each block is indented by two spaces.

R25 When declaring methods, try to put one argument per line, this allows inline comments and helps to stay within 
the 80 column limit.

Comments

Comments should be abundant, and must follow the following rules to allow automatic documentation by epyDoc.

R26 Every module file should have a comment block to describe each class and method it defines. The comment 
follows inmediately the class or def statement and the following information must be included:

Functionality provided.
For classes internal and external dependencies should be mentioned.
For methods arguments and return values must be described.

R27 Use blank lines to separate blocks of statements but not blank commented lines.

Readability and maintainability

R28 Use spaces to separate the operator from their operands.

R29 Method invocations should have the arguments separated, at least by one space. In case there are long or many 
arguments different lines should be used.

Use of DIRAC CoreUtils
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